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THE SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF GOVERNMENT LAWYERS AND THE IRAQ INQUIRY
By MATTHEW WINDSOR
I. INTRODUCTION
The United Kingdom House of Commons endorsed the decision to invade and occupy Iraq on
18 March 2003. That morning, Elizabeth Wilmshurst—a deputy legal adviser at the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office (FCO)—requested early retirement after almost 30 years of public
service, because she regarded the intervention as unlawful without a United Nations Security
Council resolution explicitly authorising the use of force. Despite her well-received testimony
before the Iraq Inquiry,1 the Report of the Inquiry left the story of Wilmshurst’s departure on
the cutting room floor. With her decision to speak law to power erased from the official record,
international law’s heroine had been reduced to a bit part.
The absence of discussion of Wilmshurst’s departure in the Report is emblematic of the
Inquiry’s limited coverage of the role of government lawyers in foreign ministries who advise
on international law. In particular, the Report did not express a view on the government
lawyer’s so-called ‘special responsibility’, a conception of the advisory function introduced by
FCO legal advisers during the Inquiry hearings. This article examines the scope of the
government legal adviser’s special responsibility, discussing the manner in which such a
responsibility might be discharged before and after policy decision-making on the use of force.
The argument proceeds as follows. Section II canvasses the Report’s restricted
treatment of the FCO legal adviser’s responsibilities, compared to its in-depth analysis of the
role of the Attorney General. Section III considers an issue that the Report does not explore,
and that advisers themselves relegate to the domain of individual conscience: the options
available to an adviser after a policy decision is made, where their advice has not been accepted.
Section IV asserts that the adviser’s choice to either remain in post or resign in protest
conditions their subsequent involvement in legal explanation for the use of force, with a direct
bearing on the continued operation of their special responsibility. In an effort to ‘make sense
of inquiry sensemaking’,2 Section V concludes by arguing that the lessons stipulated in the
Report support a conception of the adviser’s special responsibility that is exercisable rather
than extinguished after a policy decision is reached.
II. ‘FAR FROM SATISFACTORY’: LEGAL ADVICE IN THE IRAQ INQUIRY
The Inquiry offered a unique opportunity to examine the content of legal advice, and the
circumstances in which advice was provided to the UK government in the lead-up to a major
military engagement. Ordinarily, the professional activities of government legal advisers
belong to the ‘secret life of international law’,3 making it difficult to ascertain how international
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law has been ‘interpreted, applied, followed or ignored’.4 While the Inquiry’s terms of
reference were primarily focused on decision-making,5 Sir John Chilcot—the Chairman of the
Inquiry—acknowledged that decisions are ‘interlinked by a web of advice, discussion and
debate’.6 Accordingly, the Inquiry prised open the bureaucratic black box to reveal the actors
and institutions involved in the delivery of legal advice. The Inquiry assembled an impressive
archive of witness statements and hearing transcripts from individuals involved in advice
provision, and many official documents pertaining to advice were declassified and published
on an exceptional basis.7
Although it did not express a view on the legality of the UK’s decision to go to war,8
the Report was far from the whitewash that some pundits had predicted, providing a damning
audit of decision-making within the Blair government. On pre-conflict strategy and planning,
the Report concluded that ‘diplomatic options had not been exhausted’, and that ‘military
action was [not] the last resort’.9 In relation to legal advice, the Report considered that the
‘circumstances in which it was ultimately decided that there was a legal basis for UK
participation were far from satisfactory’.10
A. The Attorney General
In reaching that conclusion, the Report zeroed in on the advisory conduct of Lord Peter
Goldsmith, the then Attorney General.11 Under UK constitutional arrangements, the Attorney
General is the ‘ultimate and authoritative source of legal advice’ on international law. 12 As a
government Minister, the Attorney General is a politically responsible lawyer, whose advice
has a ‘special quality and status’.13 Prior to the Iraq invasion, it was widely accepted within the
UK government that the Attorney General’s legal clearance would be required before military
force could be deployed.14
The central legal issue concerned the interpretation of Security Council resolution 1441,
specifically whether a further determination by the Security Council was required before force
could be used to secure Iraq’s compliance with its disarmament obligations. The Attorney
General initially considered that a second Security Council resolution would be necessary to
authorise the use of force, only to later reach a different view that resolution 1441 could revive
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an earlier authorisation without the need for additional Security Council input (the ‘revival
argument’).15
While it did not pronounce on the substantive merits of the revival argument, the
Report’s forensic narration of the Attorney General’s advisory about-face demonstrates how
law can be made to ‘fit around policy, rather than the other way round’.16 The Report sustains
a strong inference that the Attorney General had been placed under considerable pressure to
produce advice that corresponded with preordained foreign policy priorities. He had asked to
be kept ‘in the loop from a very early stage’ as policy was formulated about Iraq, so that he
would not be ‘presented at the last moment with a request for a “yes or no” answer’.17 However,
a decision was taken to ‘delay the receipt of formal advice from the Attorney’.18 The Attorney
General ultimately advised that there was a secure legal basis for action a mere seven days
before the commencement of Operation Iraqi Freedom.19 The Report concluded that Prime
Minister Tony Blair and Foreign Secretary Jack Straw should have invited the Attorney to
advise on the ‘legal implications under discussion at key stages in the development of
resolution 1441’, to ensure that ‘policy discussions were fully informed by consideration of
legal issues’.20
B. FCO legal advisers
Although the Attorney General was tasked with providing the ‘decisive legal opinion’,21 the
cadre of legal advisers at the FCO have long been the repository of specialist international law
knowledge and expertise within the UK public service.22 Legal advisers in foreign ministries
are tasked with fostering a ‘culture of law-abidingness’ in executive government,23 and have
been described as ‘among those individuals most committed to promoting respect for
international law’.24 In the UK, the ‘close relationship’ between the Attorney General and FCO
legal advisers is a vital component of the constitutional machinery for ensuring that the
government complies with international law.25
The preliminary view of Sir Michael Wood, the FCO legal adviser, was that the UK
‘wouldn’t have a leg to stand on’ if it sought to rely on the revival argument, rather than
procuring a further Security Council resolution.26 On several occasions, Wood proactively
provided legal advice to this effect, reflecting a FCO tradition that lawyers ‘don’t wait to be
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asked’ to ensure that senior officials accurately understood the legal position.27 For instance,
after the passage of resolution 1441, Straw commented on the UK proceeding with military
action in the event that a second resolution was not obtained—an idea which, from Wood’s
perspective, was ‘so completely wrong’ that he regarded it as necessary to draw the correct
position to Straw’s attention.28 In the exchange that ensued,29 Straw responded: ‘I note your
advice, but I do not accept it’.30
Concerned about this apparent ‘rebuke’ to Wood for expressing his view,31 the Attorney
General wrote to Straw about the role of FCO legal advisers in the following terms:32
[i]t is important for the Government that its lawyers give advice which they honestly consider to be correct …
[T]hey should give the advice they believe in, not the advice which they think others want to hear. To do otherwise
would undermine their function … in giving independent objective and impartial advice … [I]f a government
legal adviser genuinely believes that a course of action would be unlawful, then it is his or her right and duty to
say so.

In one of its only evaluative remarks on the role of FCO legal advisers, the Report
regarded the Attorney General’s insistence on the duty of advisers to offer ‘frank, honest and,
if necessary, unwelcome legal advice, without fear of rebuke from Ministers, [as] timely and
justified’.33 This reflects the professional ethics orthodoxy that lawyers in their capacity as
advisers must offer their candid view about what the law requires, ‘even if the news frustrates
or infuriates the client’.34
C. Whither special responsibility?
The Report did not directly link its discussion of advisory conduct to the government lawyer’s
‘special responsibility’ in the context of international law, a concept advanced by Wood and
Wilmshurst during the Inquiry hearings. For Wood, it follows from the ‘special nature’ of the
international legal system that the role of the legal adviser will be ‘somewhat special’.35
Distinctive features of the international legal system include the absence of a court with
compulsory jurisdiction, and the adviser’s direct involvement in the development of customary
international law through state practice.36
Where there is no judge over the adviser’s shoulder,37 Wood asserted that the adviser
has a ‘special responsibility’ to ‘ensure that the law is upheld’.38 Wilmshurst considered that
the ‘special responsibility’ requires the adviser to be ‘more cautious about trying to keep within
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the law, not less’.39 Rather than regarding the ‘reasonable case’ standard adopted by the
Attorney General as a sufficient legal basis for taking military action,40 the adviser’s special
responsibility necessitates a ‘higher degree of legal certainty’.41 Recognition of a special
responsibility reflects an awareness that there may be no ‘safety net’ other than the adviser’s
‘care, integrity and good faith’ against advice which might ‘subvert or erode the international
legal order’.42
III. SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO?
How did FCO legal advisers respond when their views regarding the illegality of military action
without a further Security Council resolution conflicted with the Attorney General’s
endorsement of the revival argument? Although the Report did not deal with the matter, the
Inquiry archive permits an interpretive reconstruction of the choice calculus for advisers after
a decision contrary to their preferred legal analysis was reached.43 While their legal analysis
had been identical prior to the Attorney General’s delivery of legal advice, Wood chose to
remain in post, while Wilmshurst departed her office.
A. A conscience call
Both Wood and Wilmshurst regarded resolution of the ‘should I stay or should I go’ conundrum
as within the province of conscience. In her letter requesting early retirement, Wilmshurst
asserted that she could not ‘in good conscience’ go along with the decision to invade Iraq.44
Before the Inquiry, Wilmshurst described the decision to leave a job as an ‘enormously
personal matter’,45 while Wood regarded ‘questions of conscience’ as ‘very individual
questions’.46 This mirrors a broader tendency to frame departure from public office in highly
individualistic terms, as the ‘last refuge of personal responsibility’,47 or as a way in which to
vindicate one’s honour or moral integrity.48 After the Report’s release, Chilcot’s telling
concession that he was ‘not an ethicist’ reveals why the Inquiry may have declined to venture
a view as to whether staying or going was the preferable advisory response.49
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Positing the adviser’s choice as a conscience call is questionable to the extent that the
classification purports to oust further scrutiny.50 Martti Koskenniemi has recently critiqued the
‘translation of social problems into issues of individual consciences … [which] ignore[s] the
way those consciences are produced by historical and institutional structures, systems of
knowledge and practice’.51 Significantly, neither Wood nor Wilmshurst connected this choice
to the special responsibility they advocated elsewhere. This carries the implication that the
special responsibility pertains primarily to the pre-decision phase of policy formation, with
post-decision advisory choices apparently resolved according to personal temperament.52
To counter the privative effect of invoking conscience, an alternative conception
foregrounds conscience’s relational or communal dimensions.53 This was the insight offered
by Michael Walzer, in the context of heated debates about the legitimate bases for conscription
during the Vietnam War.54 Walzer criticised justifications for conscientious objection that were
grounded on appeals to conscience, to the extent that their individualist premises downplayed
the ‘collective and pluralist nature of political conscience-formation’.55 Instead, for Walzer, the
word conscience implied a ‘shared moral knowledge’, developed not in isolation but through
interaction with other citizens and engagement in a variety of groups and associations.56 Thus,
conscientious objectors did not act according to ‘merely personal’ codes, but based on ‘shared
principles and mutual engagements’, as part of a wider community with ‘some degree of
responsibility, mutuality and social discipline’.57
B. The requirements of role
Transposing Walzer’s observations regarding the communal dimensions of conscience to the
professional situation of legal advisers yields an important but underappreciated insight: that
the choices advisers face after policy decision-making are not solely a matter of personal
preference, but are intimately linked to the interests and ideals they are tasked with serving in
the performance of their professional role. That government lawyers advising on international
law might share a communal identity—with ‘shared principles and mutual engagements’58—
50
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was recognised by Wilmshurst, when she quipped that, although the Foreign Secretary was a
lawyer, he was not an ‘international lawyer’.59 Despite their invocation of conscience, Wood
and Wilmshurst tacitly appealed to distinct understandings of the requirements of the advisory
role.
Wood’s decision to remain in post was predicated on a conviction that the adviser’s
role changes once a decision is taken. Before the Inquiry, Wood described advisers as having
two functions: ‘to give advice before a decision; [and] to defend the position after the
decision’.60 In other words, a line in the sand is drawn at the point of decision between ‘fearless
advice’ and ‘loyal implementation’.61 This approach corresponds with Max Weber’s classic
account of the ethos of bureaucratic office. For Weber, if a superior insists on a policy, it is the
bureaucrat’s ‘duty and even his honour to carry it out as if it corresponded to his innermost
conviction’.62 The Weberian approach to public administration commands widespread
adherence in civil service and diplomatic traditions.63 For example, according to Sir Michael
Quinlan: 64
[o]ne may think a particular policy concept to be a square circle, and indeed within the confidence of Whitehall
one may argue fervently to that effect, but once the decision is taken, it is a matter not just of duty but of
professional pride to help make the very best square circle that effort and imagination can contrive.

While Wilmshurst acknowledged that it is the duty of civil servants to implement policy
decisions, she considered that they have the option to leave their job if they object to the nature
of their assignments.65 Although resignation is regarded as a wholly disproportionate response
in most situations where government employees disagree with policy decisions, a number of
advisers and commentators have offered their view on the circumstances in which resignation
is appropriate, desirable or even necessary. A former legal adviser to the US State Department
argued that advisers should resign when the government refuses to follow advice that they
regard as ‘essential’.66 Advisers should not be ‘compliant handmaiden[s]’ in situations where
the government wants to take the country to ‘hell in a handbasket’,67 and they should never
knowingly assist illegal conduct or instruct their government on how to violate the law.68
C. Exit, voice and loyalty
Albert Hirschman’s famous discussion of exit, voice and loyalty offers an illuminating rubric
through which to analyse the alternative choices available to advisers.69 He argued that
employees who disagree with organisational policy and decision-making have three options
59
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available to them: exit (leaving the organisation); voice (attempting to change the policy from
within); and loyalty (remaining in post). For Hirschman, exit, voice and loyalty were not
mutually exclusive alternatives,70 and he was intently focused on their various permutations.71
In a highly germane discussion of ‘public goods’, Hirschman observed that an
individual’s response to foreign policy decision-making might be affected by special
responsibilities due to the communities they inhabit, which have the effect of modifying the
choice calculus.72 He provided a suggestive discussion of how exit and loyalty might be
supplemented by voice in the context of foreign policy: by working from within, in the case of
loyalty; and by resigning in protest, in the case of exit.
Hirschman considered that loyalty often flourishes in organisations producing public
goods, serving the ‘socially useful purpose of preventing deterioration from becoming
cumulative’.73 A fear that the organisation might ‘go from bad to worse if they left’ keeps the
‘quality-conscious’ member in post,74 removing the possibility of their replacement by the
‘wrong-headed or the less-competent’.75 Loyalty is predicted to result in the member’s ability
to work from within as an agent of change, based on a conviction that ‘persistence will pay off
in future influence’.76
If a member opts for exit rather than loyalty where public goods are implicated,
Hirschman cautioned that quiet withdrawal was not acceptable. He admonished members who
exit without voice, presenting their choice in personal terms rather than publicly articulating
the substantive reasons for their disagreement with policy decision-making.77 Instead,
Hirschman recommended that members resign in protest, combining ‘walking’ with
‘talking’.78
IV. THE POLITICS OF EXPLANATION
The following section examines the ramifications of Wood’s loyalty and Wilmshurst’s exit in
a key advisory practice setting after policy decisions have been made—legal explanation for
the use of force— drawing on Hirschman’s seminal account of working from within and
resignation in protest.
Although there is no formal requirement to give reasons, recourse to force by states is
increasingly accompanied by a public explanation for the legal basis of their actions. 79 The
legal explanation for the UK’s use of force in Iraq was provided in the Attorney General’s
presentation of the legal position to Cabinet and Parliament on 17 March 2003. The Attorney
General set out his ‘view’ of the legal basis for military action in a Written Answer to a
Parliamentary Question in the House of Lords. A ‘Foreign Office’ memorandum was produced
in support of the Written Answer, albeit largely authored by a team of lawyers external to the
70
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FCO. In its brevity, the Written Answer resembled the ‘yes or no’ answer that the Attorney
General had earlier disavowed, failing to explain the legal basis for the conclusion that Iraq
had not taken the ‘final opportunity’ to comply with its disarmament obligations.80 Meanwhile
the ‘Foreign Office’ memorandum conveyed an opinion diametrically opposed to the advice
offered earlier by FCO legal advisers.
The Report concluded that the Attorney General should have provided written advice
that explained the legal basis on which the UK could take military action and set out the risks
of legal challenge, on the basis that ‘public support and understanding for a major military
operation are essential’.81 But what of Wood’s and Wilmshurst’s involvement in legal
explanation?
A. Wood: advocacy mode
Before a decision was reached, Wood had advised tirelessly that the UK would need to be
satisfied that there was a proper legal basis in the event of military action, and that what the
UK said ‘publicly would need to be consistent with that legal basis’.82 Yet by remaining in
post, Wood joined the team of lawyers who assisted the Attorney General in preparing the
Written Answer and the ‘Foreign Office’ memorandum to deploy publicly in support of the
government’s position. Before the Inquiry, Wood observed that he was ‘more or less on the
sidelines’ in the team because his views were well-known, although he ‘read through the drafts’
and made ‘editorial suggestions’.83 He clarified that he ‘quickly moved on to other matters’,
and did not find himself having to ‘defend this legal decision at great length or in a personal
way thereafter’.84
Wood justified this involvement—however negligible—on the basis that, after the
policy decision, the adviser shifts to ‘advocacy mode’, which deals with how a policy decision
is ‘presented in public’.85 Advocacy mode is consonant with a conception of the adviser’s role
that mandates switching hats to loyal implementation after a decision is made. In advocacy
mode, as was the case here, advisers may be required to offer legal rationalisations for policy
decisions they had earlier advised against.86 It involves advisers offering the best legal case in
support of a policy,87 and stacking up ‘ammunition’ to defend it.88
Setting aside the specific circumstances of Wood’s involvement, the adviser’s entry
into advocacy mode corresponds to the adviser’s so-called ‘duty to explain’.89 Formulated by
Harold Koh—the former legal adviser to the US State Department—the duty to explain
involves the justification in a legal vernacular of the policy decision that is reached. Koh
clarifies that when a ‘final policy decision has been made and deemed lawful within the
executive branch for a particular set of reasons, prompt disclosure of that legal analysis should
be the norm’.90 The duty to explain does not encompass public disclosure of the actual legal
advice that the government received.91
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Where the set of reasons to be publicly ventilated in support of a policy decision does
not correspond with the legal advice rendered at an earlier stage, involvement in advocacy
mode may require instrumental legal interpretation.92 States tend to avoid conceding breach of
international law, preferring to ‘cloak their transgressions in the false colours of existing
right’.93 In such circumstances, advocacy mode may become an exercise in ‘impression
management’, where the adviser is tasked with presenting some things to their audiences while
hiding others ‘backstage’.94 Advisers who, before the decision, had been tasked with preserving
the ‘boundaries of permissible executive branch action’ may become involved in ‘moving,
manipulating or simply ignoring these boundaries’ after a decision is reached.95
Entry into advocacy mode can curb the adviser’s ability to work from within, the
redeeming feature (according to Hirschman) of continued loyal service where public goods
such as foreign policy are at stake. Incentives frequently exist for advisers to demonstrate that
they are part of the ‘band of brothers and not simply pencil-pushers or nay-sayers’.96
Acquiescing in spin-doctoring, even from the sidelines, can catalyse a perception that the
adviser has entered a ‘culture of reticence, complacence and complicity’.97 Engagement in
advocacy mode today, rationalised on the basis that one may have the opportunity to work from
within tomorrow, is a cautionary tale about how advisers can become accomplices, tied to
‘appalling ventures for remarkably long periods’.98
B. Wilmshurst: flight as fight
Wilmshurst requested early retirement the day after the release of the Attorney General’s
Written Answer. One might surmise that the misleading effect of the supporting ‘Foreign
Office’ memorandum was the final straw for her. Wilmshurst’s letter accordingly commenced
with a clear reiteration of her earlier advice: ‘I cannot … go along with advice—within the
Office or to the public or Parliament—which asserts the legitimacy of military action without
… [a further Security Council] resolution’.99 She went on to argue that the approach adopted
by proponents of the revival argument in the Written Answer and ‘Foreign Office’
memorandum was ‘detrimental to the international order and the rule of law’.100
Resignation letters can be an effective means to publicly identify exit as an expression
of resistance, creating a rupture in an ‘otherwise perfectly planned, smoothly executed narrative
of the powerful’.101 In her letter, Wilmshurst countered the revival argument with a legal
explanation that articulated the interpretation preferred by FCO legal advisers. Although it
evidenced emphatic opposition to the government’s legal explanation, Wilmshurst sent her
letter to her line manager rather than making it publicly available. While the motivation for her
departure may have been broadly explicable to well-informed Whitehall watchers,
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Wilmshurst’s exit was not accompanied by contemporaneous public voice. This accords both
with the ethical duties of lawyers not to disclose advice given to clients, and the obligations of
former officials not to speak publicly about sensitive aspects of their work unless authorised to
do so.
Nevertheless, the contents of Wilmshurst’s letter have had a protracted and impactful
shelf-life. The public disclosure of Wilmshurst’s letter in 2005 revealed—for the first time—
the existence of the Attorney General’s earlier advice, which considered that the ‘safest legal
course’ would be to procure a further Security Council resolution. Thanks to Wilmshurst’s
letter, the Attorney General’s interpretive U-turn became a cause célèbre in the lead-up to that
year’s General Election.102 When her letter was made available, Wilmshurst’s reference to the
crime of aggression served as a timely reminder of the jus contra bellum telos of the UN
Charter, asserting an ‘anti-war politics’ that is too often superseded by a focus on the conduct
of conflict.103 Although the English courts had held in the interim that aggression did not
constitute a crime under domestic law,104 Wilmshurst’s invocation of aggression continued to
linger over the reputation and legacy of the Blair government, as well as constituting a message
in a bottle for the future trajectory of international criminal justice.
C. Special responsibility after the decision
Rather than being a purely personal conscience call, the choice to stay or go confers distinct
capacities for the realisation of the adviser’s special responsibility after the decision by
conditioning the adviser’s involvement in subsequent legal explanation. The special
responsibility has implications for the type of arguments that should be regarded as acceptable
justifications for government action, not only in internal decision-making but also—
significantly—in ‘advocacy on behalf of a government policy’.105 A former legal adviser at the
US State Department argued that where government lawyers ‘exceed the bounds of honest and
responsible argument—functioning purely as apologists or ‘hired guns’—they betray not only
their responsibilities but their vocation’.106
The demands of advocacy mode while remaining in post may lead to a fundamental
tension with the adviser’s special responsibility. In advocacy mode, the adviser may be
required to contribute to formulating sales pitches in a legal idiom rather than sober
assessments of risks and challenges, giving rise to a perception that their special responsibility
ceased at the moment of decision. On the other hand, the adviser who combines exit with voice
can help expose interpretive distortions generated in advocacy mode, upholding their ongoing
fealty to the international law project.
The reasons Wilmshurst gave for her departure may not have had a direct causal impact
on decision-making, but have undoubtedly had a reverberating justificatory effect.107 Although
the UK government argued that their proposed use of force was legally permissible, the broad
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consensus amongst states and the international legal community accorded with the view of
FCO legal advisers that the system of collective security enshrined in the UN Charter had been
debased. An awareness that the force of advice inheres in its justificatory rather than causal
properties was on display in the editorial penned by Wilmshurst after the release of the Report.
Titled ‘We Ignored the Rule of Law—The Result Was Iraq’, Wilmshurst concluded: ‘Acting
contrary to the Charter—as I perceived the government to be doing—would damage the UK’s
reputation as a state committed to the rule of international law. That was my belief; so it has
proved’.108 Wilmshurst’s approach accorded with her view that, in difficult cases, the adviser
should ‘reflect a responsibility to the international legal system as a whole, if that system is to
be sustainable’.109
V. LEARNING LESSONS: THE USE OF FORCE AND THE FORCE OF ADVICE
‘The Dissenters existed: therefore they deserve to be put on record. They cannot be passed
over by anyone who is studying British foreign policy in its official form’.
AJP Taylor110
In discussing how the adviser’s special responsibility might endure after a policy decision is
reached, we have moved rather far from the focus of the Report itself. On its face, the Report
does not offer overt action guidance for civil servants faced with similar dilemmas in the
future.111 However, the lessons articulated in the Report, and the analysis of the adviser’s
special responsibility advanced here, are mutually reinforcing.
While many of the lessons pertaining to pre-conflict strategy and planning were ‘largely
context-specific’,112 the Report also set out several lessons of more general application. First,
the Report offered some reflections on the US–UK ‘special relationship’, given that it was a
‘determining factor’ in the UK’s decision-making.113 Blair regarded the decision to stand
‘shoulder to shoulder’ with the US as an ‘essential demonstration of solidarity’ and in the UK’s
long-term national interest.114 He considered that the ‘objectives the UK identified for a
successful strategy’ for Iraqi disarmament through the Security Council authorisation regime
should not be ‘expressed as conditions for its support’.115 The Report condemned this pursuit
of influence at all costs, observing that the ‘exercise of influence is a means to an end’, and
that ‘[i]f certain measures are identified as prerequisite for success then their importance should
be underlined from the start’.116
Secondly, the Report considered the process of collective decision-making, concluding
that the intervention had not been ‘calculated, debated and challenged with the utmost
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rigour’.117 It recommended mechanisms to ‘probe and challenge the implications of proposals’,
as well as identify ‘wider implications and risks’.118 After the release of the Report, Chilcot
specifically affirmed the responsibility of civil servants to challenge the administration,
encouraging them to ‘take their courage in both hands and insist on their right to be heard’.119
The Report’s lessons on the perils of the US–UK ‘special relationship’ and the pitfalls
of collective decision-making can be bolstered by evaluating the conduct of individuals like
Wood and Wilmshurst. In the exercise of their special responsibility before a decision was
reached, Wood and Wilmshurst consistently rejected the unilateralism represented by
Operation Iraqi Freedom, avoided the siren call of ‘group think’,120 and acted as devil’s
advocates in foreign policy decision-making. Compared to Blair’s pursuit of influence,
exemplified by his ‘I will be with you, whatever’ note to President Bush,121 Wood and
Wilmshurst sought to uphold the objectives the UK had identified as key to its foreign policy
strategy in Iraq: disarmament through the Chapter VII Security Council regime.
The Report’s conclusion that the UK’s actions had ‘undermined the authority of the
Security Council’ can be read as a strong—albeit indirect—affirmation of Wood’s and
Wilmshurst’s position, which refused to trade off the national interest in a system of collective
security at the altar of influence. They were—in the evocative terms of Philip Allott—a ‘small
voice of the universal within the cacophony of the particular’.122
What the Report did not do is offer a view on the circumstances in which it might be
appropriate for legal advisers to throw a spanner in the works after an adverse decision is
reached, rather than to function dutifully as cogs in the wheel. While stories of brave
individuals who said ‘no’ are at the ‘center of our moral life’,123 the Report’s ‘civic
epistemology’ revealed a marked aversion to telling such stories.124 At the conclusion of his
magnum opus on strategy, Sir Lawrence Freedman—one of the Inquiry committee members—
critiqued a persistent tendency to seek explanations in terms of stories about individuals.125
Methodological individualism readily invites the fundamental attribution error, overestimating
individual psychological disposition at the expense of adequate consideration of complex
institutional contexts.126 Rather than focusing on the virtuous character traits of particular
individuals, the Report reminds us that the activities of agents take place in structural contexts
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that both enable and restrict their practices.127 In so doing, the Report helps lay the groundwork
to think through, in more systemic terms, the ‘capacity to resist’.128
An additional lesson put forward in this article is that discharge of the government legal
adviser’s special responsibility after a policy decision may require something more than
remaining in post if the adviser considers the position in advocacy mode to be legally wrong,
and the legal explanation given to be misleading. Explicitly commending the intransigence of
individuals like Wilmshurst in the Report would have been one way of ‘encouraging the best
in our public servants, now and in the future’,129 and might have empowered those who are
minded to resist unlawful government conduct in the future.
While Wilmshurst’s departure is an episode that engenders widespread veneration
amongst public international lawyers, we must resist reproducing Panglossian portrayals of
those who stand ‘tall for the rule of law’,130 without an accompanying sensitivity to the
consequences of that juridical commitment in specific situations. The hazards of ‘valorising
the currency’ was expressed by several scholars who argued that the Iraq War was unlawful,131
but who later maintained that there should be careful reflection on why ‘all it would have taken
to make the war legal was Security Council authorisation’.132 Moreover, the assumption that
an allegiance to Security Council authority serves counter-hegemonic ends is an ‘unwarranted
lionisation of the UN project’,133 neglecting to scrutinise the ways that hegemonic power can
be exercised at the multilateral level through, rather than against, international law.134
It is here that individual conscience might come back in, assuming a residual role that
is distinct from the special responsibility of international lawyers, in recognition of the fact that
a myopic focus on legal technique can short-circuit appropriate moral deliberation.135
Conscience may catalyse advisory awareness that a lawful war is not always a prudent one,
and that international law is not necessarily on the side of the angels. As advice for advisers,
that is surely far from unsatisfactory.
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